One of the primary aims of a study of proton structu re is the determination of the phenomenological form fac- 
methods of electrodymamics is given by the Rosenbluth formula where :
and where the other symbols are well known. In the past the P-j and F 2 values have been derived separately from the experimental data owing to their greater importance at small and large angles respectively.
One can see that if the cross-section is measured at a pair (1,2) of energy-angle conditions (E^, ^ -j) (Eg, if" 2 ) such that the q-value is the same for each member of the pair, two measurements determine both (q ) and Fg(q ) for that particular value of q. This behaviour is shown in Pig. are given by the equal probability ellipses (note that the P-j P 2 axes are inter charged with respect to those in Pigs. 1 and 2).
It is also possible to measure a ratio of cross sec- Using the peak value of the cross-section Sobottka n 31 has employed the Goldberg 
